Be sure to read and completely understand this procedure before applying product. Be sure to select the proper PREFORMED product before application.

Nomenclature:
1. Articulating Black (RPC-0810)
   Articulating Gray (RPC-0811)
2. Round Eye Lock Pin (RPP-0840)

The RAPTOR PROTECTOR (RPC) is designed for use on a conductor angle over a tie top insulator.

Step #1  Place the RPC over the center of insulator and conductor.

Step #2  Snap both legs of the RPC over the conductor.

Step #3  Install the four included Round Eye Lock Pins.

Step #4  Completed installation of the RPC for conductor angle with a tie top insulator.
### INSTALLING THE RAPTOR PROTECTOR COVER USING THE HOT STICK

**Step #1** Attach the hot stick to one of the installation eyes on the RPC and then center over the insulator and conductor.

**Step #2** Apply pressure to the top of the RPC using the hot stick and completely snap it over the conductor. Another stick can be used to snap the legs into place.

**Step #3** Install the four Round Eye Lock Pins included, using the hot stick.

**Step #4** Completed installation of the RAPTOR PROTECTOR for the conductor angle with a tie top insulator using hot sticks.

### SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

This application procedure is not intended to supersede any company construction or safety standards. This procedure is offered only to illustrate safe application for the individual. **FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH.**

This product may be removed and reinstalled during the initial installation if it is in good condition. After extended service life, it is recommended the product not be reused once removed from service.

**Do not modify this product under any circumstances.**

This product is intended for use by trained technicians only. **This product should not be used by anyone who is not familiar with, and not trained to use it.**

When working in the area of energized lines, extra care should be taken to prevent accidental electrical contact.

For proper performance and personal safety, be sure to select the proper size PREFORMED™ product before application.

PREFORMED products are precision devices. To insure proper performance, they should be stored in cartons under cover and handled carefully.